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TAXI

Underline the nouns in each sentence. Sort them as common and proper nouns. 

Write them in the correct columns with proper capitalization.

new york is a big city.3)

angelina drives a cab.4)

The actor visited mount rushmore.5)

luke is learning french.6)

jake spoke to his friend.1)

bob likes to play checkers.2)

1)

5)

2)

3)

4)

6)

Common NounsS.No Proper Nouns

A proper noun is the name of a particular person, place, organization, or thing.

A common noun is a generic name for a person, place, or thing.

Common Nouns and Proper Nouns
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Name : Answer Key

TAXI

Underline the nouns in each sentence. Sort them as common and proper nouns. 

Write them in the correct columns with proper capitalization.

new york is a big city.3)

angelina drives a cab.4)

The actor visited mount rushmore.5)

luke is learning french.6)

jake spoke to his friend.1)

bob likes to play checkers.2)

Jake

Mount Rushmore

Angelina

Luke, French

Bob

New York

1)

5)

2)

3)

4)

6)

Common NounsS.No Proper Nouns

A proper noun is the name of a particular person, place, organization, or thing.

A common noun is a generic name for a person, place, or thing.

Common Nouns and Proper Nouns

friend

actor

checkers

cab

city
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